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Dark souls backstab bosses

in: Dark Souls: Gameplay Mechanics, Dark Souls: Gameplay Edit Comments Share Backstabs are a form of critical attack and gameplay mechanic in Dark Souls, Dark Souls II, and Dark Souls III. General information[editing | editing source] players may backstab if they do their position behind the
humanoid enemy and perform a light attack with a low shield. Enemies must be in almost the same level as the player. Backstabs can be carried out with almost any type of weapon, although there are exceptions (see below). Backstabs collide high damage based on weapon damage and its critical rate.
Backstabs cannot be interrupted. While in backstabbing motion, both the perpetrator and the victim frame invincibility is granted and cannot do more harm except for the effects of damage over time such as being poisoned, under toxic effects, or while using the power within. The exception to the frame is
the invincibility of the second dark spirit, where you can still damage during the backstab although the damage is reduced. Most humanoid enemies can be backstabbed. Most enemies that can be parried and riposted can also be backstabbed. Some non-humanoid enemies, such as Hog Fang in Ghost
Parish (but not those in Aneur Londo) can also be stabbed in the back, but generally non-humanoid enemies are impossible to backstab. It is possible for two players or monsters to backstab one goal only at once (each dealing damages your standard backstab). It requires accurate timing and positioning,
however. The difference between games[editing | editing source] is a very small difference although most players report that backstabbing seems harder in the dark spirit II. It feels like the 'backstab window' is a bit slim in the second game. It's also better for safer backstabbing in the dark spirit usually to
move a little towards the enemy's right shoulder, and in the second dark spirit to your left shoulder. The third dark spirit seems to almost mirror the dark soul. It is far easier to backstab in the first game as you can backstabbed even while rolling and in the second game you may roll away to avoid it.
Enemies [editing | editing source] When an enemy screen displays information on backstabbing (Backstab, under features), this refers to whether or not the enemy can be backstabbed. Information on whether the enemy can do backstabs will be listed under the abilities and will also be displayed here:
weapons[editing | editing source] below a list of weapons that cannot backstab. Bows Crossbows Catalysts Talismans Pyromancy Flames Whips * Shields * Whips can only backstab, and riposte, in Dark Souls II. Gallery[edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise
noted. The third dark spirit once again allows you to backstab your enemies for some very high damage. While the controls to do so may seem very simple, it may not always work. Here's how to Effectively in the dark spirit of III.Now, it may seem very self-explaning the name of the attack, but you want to
get right behind your chosen enemy. Once you're behind them, you want to line your sword, rather than align your body directly behind them. When you position yourself, hit the Light Attack button (R1 or RB). Your character must then perform backstab animation and deal with critical beats and plenty of
damage. Backstab, Dark Soul III, guide, how to, MultiPost, tips, tricks getting ranked in dark soul bosses very much on the test scale of your game mettle, and if you're not ready then it's likely you'll have to dough within seconds of stepping into the squid combat arena. Many of these fights may seem
impossible to uninitiated, but if you know what you're looking for then every dark soul boss has their weaknesses that can be exploited to defeat them. If you're having trouble putting smack down on some of these imposing enemies then get stressed out, as we worked our way through the toughest dark
spirit of Remastered bosses to produce these handy tips to help you win safe in battle. View key. We know, this seems obvious - but when you're killed by a boss for the eighth time, remember to be patient. Learn your attacks, know when to dodge, when to stop, and when to strike. A mistake could easily
mean death. As long as you're learning something of death, there's no shame in dying, choose your statistics carefully. When it comes to leveling, consider what you're pumping points into. Vitality and endurance are critical early on, as health and endurance are your two most important resources.
Depending on what type of personality you make, some features are only useful for meeting equipment needs. Esrafa Circle. Many melee monsters play as scary as they seem once you're not close. Unless you are fighting a monster that can catch you, try hugging your body as you strafe in a circle of
counter-clockwise around them. Most enemies will miss you completely if you are constantly bypassing them, give you enough time to land backstab. You can usually roll between the big guys' legs as well if you're making it right the time. Cut off the tail! Fighting the monster or the boss with the tail? Try to
cut it off are chances you can get a sweet weapon as a result. Seriously, shoot him. We sent guides for each of the dark soul bosses in alphabetical order, as progress can vary from player to player. These videos are primarily designed to learn and understand how to prevent attacks by employers, where
possible. Many employers simply have the amount of kill it until it is dead, but knowing when to clear up when an AoE attack is important in a way. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: Flat Chaos One of the Lord Demons, Throne Chaos It's beautiful. Fight. There are two sparkling orb in his room, one on each
side of the room. Pick one and sprint over it, embrace the wall as much as possible to help prevent a massive attack, break through the branches, and attack the core. Dealing with one, or both sides continues through death, so you don't have to worry about doing everything in one go at least. It's also a



valuable tactic to use homeward bones or Homeward miracles to varn't out of the room, or even quite and reload so that once you return, you just have to make half the trip to the other side of the bed. The second root will be harder as the crumb floor, preventing you from hugging the wall easily, and there
is a new scythe attack. Use sprint to sweep circles inside after the attack and you should be able to avoid getting damage. When that center drops accessible to the room, go straight and wait for swipe attacks, before running forward and onto the root right in front of the boss, in a hole that was once
created close enough. To the middle of the monster and the red thing continue the dark spirit of The Remastered Boss: Belle GargoylesEssentially Maneaters 2.0, this fight is ripped straight from the spirit of satan. Dodge swipe Gargoyles and airstrikes, and focus on the first one as much as you can.
 Seconds will appear when he is in half the health but staying in the main - the faster you can kill the first one, the less time you have to worry about dealing with both at once. Pyromancy or Firebombs are good here, or pine gold for lightning damage if you fail to destroy the tails of both gargoyle, you earn
gargoyle tail axe. It is not that powerful - even half as powerful as Drake's sword - but rare. Dark Soul Remastered Boss: Capra DemonFirst, kill two dogs who attack with The Devil Capra - head left as soon as you go through the fog door and up the stairs to deal with them before the devil reaches you. If
you can, drop and wait until the devil follows Capra before going up the stairs for a quick drop attack. If you head him in so know that you can block everything he strips swing overhead, who also kill Iniesta so maybe dodge that one. Range attacks like Fireball are also good here. Dark Soul Remastered
Boss: The uninterrupted evacuation of Tis is one of the most unpleasant boss encounters in the game, but the uninterrupted evacuation boss has exploited to make life easier. The first time you walk through the fog until you get the gold armor or the attack, but then it's forever hostile, the easy way (!) to
defeat him is to run around to the right until you head up some stairs. You should still be able to see him through a narrow gap on top where he can beat a tentacle his way. That's easy to avoid and then attack. If you want to fight him honorably (you idiot) then stay To the edge near his body, or he'll
evacuate the fire everywhere. Sprint from side to side along the edges to avoid hitting your tentacle, then a few hits in. Rinse and repeat. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: Centipede DemonWorth noted that this boss is immune from fire, whether by living in lava and all that. This monster is so serenity you
just have a narrow edge to fight on, so the first step is luring him onto your platform. He will try to punch you with his Armstrong stretch fist, but you can avoid your attacks sprinting the length of the platform. When he's in your lawn, go under it, swing a few times, and come back. the goal is to stay under
the devil and attack . When it leaps into the air, pull out your shield and block. It's as simple as that! We don't recommend locking to him, because the camera can be scattered when scattered under his body. When he launches in the air, he moves away from him until he lands to avoid banging. Finally,
when he has only about a third of his health left, he starts dropping bombs from the ceiling when he jumps. Wait until they explode before you rush to attack the dark soul of The Remastered Boss: Chaos Witch QuelaagHalf Spider, half sexy lady, Chaos Wizard Quelaag will quickly end you if you stare for
too long on those spider legs. In fact, the fight is relatively simple. Don't stand on fire and roll dodge attacks your sword - quelaag fire sword is very deadly, so we suggest you read your swing and try to roll away from them as opposed to blocking them. The most damaging attacks on the fiery sword are his
knives, which have been slowed and telegraphed. Knives come at the end of a three-hit jazz mix or as a singular attack. Rolling to both sides at the last minute (the path of your knives) will keep you out of harm's way. The biggest thing you want to watch out for is your brutal AoE ability - when the human
part of her body bows down, that's your signal to move. The goal is to get around the side or rear of quelaag attack using your weapon. If you summon Maneater Mildred let Quelaag follow him so you can get behind him and hack away. When he pets his spider's head, this means that lava vomit is
coming, but it also means you have plenty of time to maneuver around the back. If you stay too close for too long, Quelaag will release a massive deadly radius attack. When you see your human form bending and the shape of your spider curled up, go back away! If you get too far away from Quilag, he'll
do a leap attack and throw lava at you, it's hard to avoid (usually rolling forward underneath him as he works towards you flying) so we don't offer you a tramp too far. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: Crossbreed PriscillaPriscilla is not immediately hostile. In fact, if you talk to him, he offers to take you back to
Aneur Londo. starts. He'll be invisible immediately, so watch out for Priscilla. In the snow that will lose his place. Make sure you keep that shield up if you lose track of him, attack a few, then step aside. It's not a tough fight - he moves slowly, but brad long thanks to his scythe and heavy injury. Using
Pyromancy forced him to reveal himself but the main thing is to stay close and circle around his back to strike. If you can try and cut off your little tail because it is the only way to get a rare and powerful weapon called a Priscilla dagger that has a lot of bleeding damage. Dark Soul Remastered Boss:
Naughty FiresageThe Naughty Firesage bears a striking resemblance to the asylum devil from the training area, but he has a few more attacks. Two disturbing abilities in his arsenal are some fire spells. When he lands his cane on the ground, run away. This suggests that he is using a relatively powerful
AoE explosion. He is carrying out another firefighting attack that is damaged in the front cone. It is relatively difficult to carry out this attack. When he leaps an axe attack, roll towards his body and some hits in. Sometimes it flies into the air and beats the ground body, using the opportunity to score some
free attacks. Stay close and close, preferably behind to finish the battle quickly. Naughty Firesage tends to get away from you more, so keep him in short leash. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: Orenstein's Killer Dragon and smoughThis executioner is the boss's first encounter in which the dark spirit proudly
presents his giant middle finger. Two bosses at once who are both powerful. yes! Orenstein's killer dragon is agile and does both lightning and physical damage. Smough executioner, on the other hand, is a little slower, easy to dodge/outseat but hits incredibly hard. There is no real easy way to get close
to this fight but it is imperative that you pick a boss and focus on killing him first - once one dies, other achievements have full health as well as enhanced abilities: killing Orenstein for the first time adds lightning damage to all Smough's attacks. Killing Smogue first means that Orenstein is getting bigger in
size and power. So choose your pain. Either way, expect to dig your skull in one or two times. Use column-to-line vision attacks. Chip away when opportunity comes into existence, but expect a long fight. If you have some humanity to spare, you can summon Solaire from Astura to help you if you are
alive. The symbol of his summons sits at the top of the short staircase next to the entrance to the boss's area. He makes this fight much easier as he basically tanks one of the bosses, allowing you to focus on the other. If you prefer real players to AI bots, this is a great fight to try summoning some help
from other players. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: Four KingsYou must ring Artorias equipped to access Abyss, where these home bosses and the key to this fight To wear your strongest armor, use your most damaging weapon, and end things as quickly as possible. We recommend equipping your most
defensive armor (probably Havel's collection of Aneur Londo), as the Four Kings are not terribly hard hit. At the start of the fight only one of the kings will be active. Eventually all four will be out at once and share a sanitary pool. Their magic abilities are what hurt the most, and they typically only cast them
if you're in the distance - so stay close, attack a king until it dies, and then move onto the next. They spawn again shortly after they were killed, but managing one or two at a time is far easier than all four. The best way to take down the individual king is to put a weapon in both hands, hack away and
continue bypassing as your endurance charges up. Don't worry about hitting - as long as you're wearing your best armor, the Kings' physical attacks won't do much damage. And if you stay close, they just swing wild, rarely using magic or attack catch that obviously telegraphs - which easily strips half of
your health if it lands so don't let the bar of your life go too low. Sometimes, one has a spell (usually the one you're attacking) that you can charge from the purple aura in the spot process. Your shield is so fast as AoE will hurt far less while blocking. Kings can also use grab attack. Dark Soul Remastered
Boss: DragonThe yawning is the easiest way in a gaping dragon is to try and stick close to the right side of your body, between your two legs. This place allows you to easily dodge your side swipe, and gives you enough time to stop your stomp. When he flies into the air, the motion is not as crushed. Get
ready to turn and run, as he sometimes vomits a large pool of acid. If you have Drake's sword, Gold Pine Resin will add lightning damage to your weapon and help unsize. Whatever you see it is important to attack the tail and cut it off to the Greataxe Dragon King which increases your magic defenses
and fire, and the devastating area of the damage effect. As you try and ampute the tail, watch out for the tail swipe attack, which is largely telegraphed. As well as weapons, when the tail is gone, the battle becomes very easy. When you tail, escape away from the dragon, far enough away that it stops
walking. He bangs his front down, which indicates he's going to charge, at this point, he's on the back end of it. The dragon will eventually be charged, but if you are running towards, he won't be able to track you down. When the charge stops, put your weapon in both hands and on your tail outs. When he
leaps in the air turn around, flee away and repeat the process until the boss fails. If you summon Solaire to draw dragon attacks this can make things much easier. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: Gravelord It has to be a medium armor fight for medium speed rolls and Nito is vulnerable to fire, so Pyromancy
is a great tool here. This is a very brutal fight in general - one of Nieto's main abilities is to sew death out of his mouth, and inside his room several skeletons, some of which are large brutes that ran us from the edge in the giant tomb a billion times. Plus Nieto is a necromanzer, so the three skeletons he
has with him will be revived unless you kill them with divine weapons. As soon as you drop into the arena, recover if you have nothing to negate the fall damage.  At the start Nieto lures towards the entrance that should let you avoid having to deal with the giant skeleton, though you should still be put up
with a few small fries. Try rolling around until he reaches you, as attacking your magic sword can reach you from anywhere in your room, appearing through the ground. Given with a scream, so listen, Nieto himself is relatively easy. He has a few standard sword attacks that hit very hard, but it's not
difficult to avoid. The problem is that while you try to hurt him, you will visit nearby skeletons. Oh, and you can be poisoned during the collision. Take a few blows to Nieto and eventually finish that death and temporarily destroy the skeletons quickly some more hits before they re-spawn and heal whenever
the opportunity comes, and he's dead in no time. A good strategy is to use a divine weapon to deal with three of the skeletons that will rush you, and then dance around Nito chucking pyromancy spells. Just try to stay out of the aggro range of giant skeletons behind the arena. From the medium range, all
Nieto attacks are telegraphed and easily avoidable. If he starts charging, however, escape away, for his area of extensive injury attack. Also, if his fist shines, this means he's getting in for attack, which has a surprising range and tracking as well as many damage deals. Another option is to use a strong
weapon, equip very heavy armor, apply iron meat and just rush Nieto to hack away. Don't worry about much about blocking with this approach but be sill of every attacking area. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: SifSif's big grey wolf attacks are strong and sometimes tricky to dodge. You want to play him
safely wait until he ends a series of attacks, sprint under his body, catch a few attacks in, and get out. Don't worry too much about speed here though, wearing enough armor so that you can still do a moderate speed roll. Learn to read Saif's attacks, stay a good distance from him and roll away just as he
is about to strike. He has a few hits and a combo that can be easily read and avoided if you are familiar with them. You especially want to watch out for your two-part spin attack. Even if you block the first swing in attack, it will drain of your stamina. The second strike is sure to knock at least half of your
health out. You can tell that he's about to do that when he switches his grip on the sword in his mouth, even if you can't avoid it entirely, getting a kick is way better than taking two. The trick is to roll under Saif's attacks and attack from below. Of course you can always use spells and remote Pyromancy,
just be ready for when he leaps from a distance towards you. A simple combination of rolling and pyromans can end this fight very quickly. Another tactic is that when Seif appears, run to the left poodle of the door through which you entered. If you stay in this corner, there's a good chance Seif is half-
stuck on rugged terrain, allowing you to slash on your underlying. This fight is all about patience. When Seif is under 25% health you will notice that he is starting to limp. Dark Soul Remastered Boss: GwynHere it is, the ultimate battle. gavin is hard . hes having a hard hit . You have to roll to avoid many of
his attacks although he is teased, vulnerable to fire, so pyromancers should have no problems. Equip some flame retardant armor and a flame retardant shield. When the battle begins, Gavin will always carry out a leap attack. Dodge it, then stay close. Our easiest way to get close to him is to constantly
walk back with his raised shield. Equip any stamina rebuilding gear you may have, because you are rolling and blocking a lot. Whenever Gavin tries to kick or catch you, use the opportunity to get a few hits in, and then start retreating away. Don't be greedy - trying to land too many hits too soon can easily
result in death. When you need to improve, try and line her vision around one of the cave pillars. There are other ways they work. Staying close is actually better than backpedaling, as you can read when he's about to use his grab attack - roll out of the way and use the opportunity to either improve or hit
him hard. You can also parry almost all Gavin attacks and use a powerful one-hand weapon for ripostes. It takes skill, but using smaller shields increasing your Parry window however mistimed Parry can be catastrophic. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: GolemThe Iron Golem iron is not all that hard,
especially if you have spells or Pyromancy - simply close enough to coax the swing of golem, then pelt it with range attacks. Alternatively, roll underneath it when it attacks and in a few melee kicks before retreating and repeating. You can fall off the platform you are fighting, so try to keep the boss in the
center of the tower. Circle strafe to avoid most of your attacks, and return away when he tries to pick you up. Also, be sotusy about your Stump attacks. Even if you stop your attacks, you A slide way, so keep checking you near the edge is not blocked After getting a little hurt, he'll be confused for a while
to attack hard. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: Moonlight Butterfly Fight can be a pain early. If you have access to any spell, we recommend snagging Longbow from the area between Darkroot Forest and Drake Valley. Chip away at existing health while it is airborne, but pay attention to its magic attacks.
It's best to roll your magic dodge if possible, as little blocking to unblock the damage. In time, the moonlight butterfly will land on the edge. Start slashing away until it charges a magic spell -when you start it to shine, away. If you're alive, you can summon an AI companion wizard who spells remotely can
be very useful here, especially if you're a melee character. His summoning symbol is hidden on some lawns at the bottom of the tower leading to the boss's room. Dark Soul Boss Remastered: PinwheelPinwheel throw spells at you while creating mirror images of himself. It's not terribly hard, it's just so
annoying. Hurry up the original pinville and roll under each magic projectile, then attack with a two-hand weapon to maximum damage. There's nothing else to add, just... Kill him really and make sure to look for one of the three masks he drops in death - you'll get it automatically. Dark Soul Boss
Remastered: Seath scalelessThe trick to this battle is to get to the back of the Seath room and destroy his magical crystal thing, otherwise, he rebuilds his health. Once down, bait him to use his crystal laser beams, then run closely and hit him in dragon jewels. Be careful, though, as he is an AoE crystal
that can quickly destroy you. Run when he bows and starts whining. Equip the blood shield if you build it as it reduces the curse and use light armor so that you can move fast. The main tactic here is to run to one end of the room and coax out your breath attack, then running to your left and attacking two
hand weapons in either hand, or using spells/Pyromancy.  When you get in a few good swings or spells, escape to the other side of the room to avoid your very deadly slap ground attacks if you can cut off your tail you will get the great moonlight sword. It's hard to reach after the attack is doing its breath
and before it turns around, so wear light armor and aim the tip of the tail. Since he turns quickly, the easiest time to attack is while he is still in the stun locks after removing the crystal. Deceive him there, and when he is close, either hit the crystal or destroy himself by attacking his ego. this should give you
time to get to his tail . Dark Soul Boss Remastered: Taurus Devil Taurus is very simple. When he jumps down from his tower, immediately run behind you to reach the ramparts and the next ladder A bye. Climb up and carry out a submerged attack on the boss. Trick him away from the ladder, dodge his
attacks, and then run up the ladder and repeat. You can also avoid practically all your attacks by simply rolling between your legs every time he winds up swinging at you. It also uses fireballs, Firebombs, or black fires as the devil taurus is very weak to fire. Fire.
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